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A B S T R A C T   

COVID-19, along with most respiratory diseases in the medical field, demonstrates significant ability to take its 
toll on global population. There is a particular difficulty in studying these conditions, which stems especially 
from the short supply of in vitro models for detailed investigation, the specific therapeutic knowledge required for 
disease scrutinization and the occasional need of BSL-3 [Biosafety Level 3] laboratories for research. Based on 
this, the process of drug development is hampered to a great extent. In the scenario of COVID-19, this difficulty is 
even more substantial on account of the current undefinition regarding the exact role of the ACE2 [Angiotensin- 
converting enzyme 2] receptor upon SARS-CoV-2 kinetics in human cells and the great level of demand in the 
investigation process of ACE2, which usually requires the laborious and ethically complicated usage of transgenic 
animal models overexpressing the receptor. Moreover, the rapid progression of the aforementioned diseases, 
especially COVID-19, poses a crucial necessity for adequate therapeutic solutions emergence. In this context, the 
work herein presented introduces a groundbreaking set of 3D models, namely spheroids and MatriWell cell 
culture inserts, whose remarkable ability to mimic the in vivo environment makes them highly suitable for 
respiratory diseases investigation, particularly SARS-CoV-2 infection. Using MatriWells, we developed an 
innovative platform for COVID-19 research: a pulmonary air-liquid interface [ALI] associated with endothelial 
(HUVEC) cells. Infection studies revealed that pulmonary (BEAS-2B) cells in the ALI reached peak viral load at 
24h and endothelial cells, at 48h, demonstrating lung viral replication and subsequent hematogenous dissemi-
nation, which provides us with a unique and realistic framework for studying COVID-19. Simultaneously, the 
spheroids were used to address the understudied ACE2 receptor, aiming at a pronounced process of COVID-19 
investigation. ACE2 expression not only increased spheroid diameter by 20% (p<0.001) and volume by 60% 
(p≤0.0001) but also led to a remarkable 640-fold increase in intracellular viral load (p≤0.01). The previously 
mentioned finding supports ACE2 as a potential target for COVID-19 treatment. Lastly, we observed a higher 
viral load in the MatriWells compared to spheroids (150-fold, p<0.0001), suggesting the MatriWells as a more 
appropriate approach for COVID-19 investigation. By establishing an advanced method for respiratory tract 
conditions research, this work paves the way toward an efficacious process of drug development, contributing to 
a change in the course of respiratory diseases such as COVID-19.   
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Introduction 

Coronavirus disease 2019 [COVID-19], the disease that has been 
declared a worldwide pandemic by the World Health Organization 
[WHO] on March 11th, 2020 [1], has already caused over 650 million 
cases and 6 million deaths as of February 2023 [2]. The virus’ wide 
range of transmission modes (direct contact and airborne transmission) 
[3] facilitated its accelerated spread across the world. The disease pri-
marily affects the respiratory tract, causing severe pneumonia, which 
further leads to acute respiratory distress syndrome [ARDS] [4]. 
Attention has also been given to extrapulmonary manifestations, such as 
thrombosis, arrythmias, acute kidney injury, anorexia and diarrhea, 
whose emergence have progressively increased [5]. 

The harm to the human organism starts with viral entrance into the 
human cells, which takes place via SARS-CoV-2 cell surface or endo-
somal [6] entry. Initially, SARS-CoV-2 spike protein, which is formed by 
2 subunits (S1 and S2) interacts with human ACE2. The interaction in-
duces a conformational change in the spike protein, exposing a cleavage 
site between S1 and S2 [7]. This site is then cleaved either by furin 
followed by TMPRSS2 [Transmembrane serine protease 2] (cell surface 
entry) or by cathepsins (endosomal entry) when cells either express 
insufficient TMPRSS2 or virus-ACE2 complex does not reach TMPRSS2. 
Membrane fusion between viral and cellular membranes then ensues, 
allowing for viral RNA release into the host cell [6]. 

Studies regarding respiratory diseases, especially COVID-19, are 
particularly challenging. This is on account of specific therapeutic 
knowledge that is required, scarce efficient in vitro models for a thor-
ough investigation, and, in the setting of viruses, the necessity of BSL-3 
[Biosafety Level 3] laboratories for any kind of experiment and inves-
tigation. Drug development for those diseases, which is already a com-
plex process, becomes even more complicated in this scenario. Over the 
past forty years, scant new classes of drugs have been introduced into the 
healthcare market for respiratory illness treatment [8]. Exceptionally 
concerning SARS-CoV-2 infection, the limited in vitro models had their 
role in disease investigation proven to be essential due to the sound 
contribution to screening for the few promising COVID-19 drug candi-
dates [9]. The majority of those drug candidates, despite demonstrating 
good treatment potential in preclinical studies, still failed later in clin-
ical trials [10]. On top of that, the rapid evolution of respiratory dis-
eases, especially COVID-19, has not been associated with the emergence 
of sufficient therapeutic solutions. Therefore, drug development for 
those conditions has yet to be leveraged. 

As to SARS-CoV-2 infection, this process is even more intricate as a 
consequence of the considerable difficulty studying and current uncer-
tainty regarding the key player of the infection in human cells: ACE2. At 
present, the most viable option for ACE2 investigation aiming drug 
development is transgenic mice overexpressing the receptor [11,12]. 
This poses a significant level of complication to COVID-19 studies due to 
the fact that animal models in the COVID-19 scenario are, besides 
extensively laborious, extremely complex mainly as a result of the BSL-3 
laboratory usage prerequisite during the entire investigation and the 
ethical requirements concerning animal usage in research. Furthermore, 
with the latest landmark report from the National Research Council 
(“Toxicity Testing in the 21st Century: A Vision and a Strategy”), 
replacement of animal tests with relevant in vitro human-based test 
systems has been strongly recommended [13]. At the same time, 
although previous works in our group have demonstrated a positive 
influence of ACE2 upon SARS-CoV-2 kinetics in 2D cell cultures [14], 2D 
models imperfectly simulate the in vivo environment [15]. In this re-
gard, 3D models arise as an ideal solution. 3D cultures represent an 
accurate technique owing to their ability to mimic the in vivo environ-
ment. They enable the study of the morphology and cellular organiza-
tion shaped by Extracellular-Matrix [ECM] interactions [16], 
reproducing native cell-to-cell communications, proliferation and dif-
ferentiation [17] as well as response to stimuli, protein synthesis [18] 
and drug metabolism [19]. Thus, they contribute to a better 

comprehension of disease mechanisms as well as the discovery and 
development of drugs. Due to their undeniable advantages, 3D cell 
cultures permit bypassing the usage of animal models, constituting a 
much more straightforward and ethical technique. Besides that, due to 
these benefits, they also contribute to a solid investigation of the influ-
ence of ACE2, a potential target for COVID-19 therapies, upon viral ki-
netics in human cells. 

Although a few research studies have developed 3D models for SARS- 
CoV-2 infection investigation [20–23], the tridimensional cultures 
focused on COVID-19 are still insufficient for thorough disease investi-
gation and drug development. Besides that, no current 3D culture has 
ever correlated ACE2 expression with viral kinetics investigation nor 
precisely represented viral hematogenous dissemination through a 
pulmonary air-liquid interface [ALI] associated with endothelial cells. 
The present work, therefore, proposes a disruptive set of 3D models 
especially for SARS-CoV-2 infection investigation not only based upon 
ACE2 expression but also capable of reproducing the SARS-CoV-2 he-
matogenous propagation through specific ALI formation. 

Our first tridimensional culture developed and investigated was the 
spheroid. Spheroids were initially selected due to their powerful and 
high-throughput ability to simulate in vivo environments in particular 
with regard to the interrelation of cells with the surrounding ECM. 
Composed of an agglomeration of cellular aggregates cultivated in an 
ECM-rich environment, the spheroids are especially known for boosting 
cell-to-cell [24] and cell-ECM interactions. The strengthened in-
teractions contribute to adequate regulation of cell functionality (e.g., 
viability, stimuli responsiveness and protein secretion) [25] and hence, 
precise representation of the natural tissues. 

To enhance the accuracy of our results specifically with respect to 
SARS-CoV-2 infection, a second 3D model was also utilized: the Matri-
WellTM cell culture inserts (from here on referred to as MatriWells). The 
MatriWells are a cell culture insert made of biocompatible resin and 
designed to offer tissue-specific microenvironments to allow the fabri-
cation of in vitro 3D epithelial barriers. In the apical chamber, they 
contain a hydrogel with tissue-specific ECM proteins, to which cells are 
constantly exposed. The interaction with native ECM has been shown to 
guide organogenesis, homeostasis [26], cell differentiation, prolifera-
tion and stem cell programming for tissue replacement [27]. Addition-
ally, it also directs phenotype expression [28], which makes the 
presence of native ECM an element that confers accuracy to generated 
data. Above the hydrogel (apical chamber), there is a layer of air, and 
beneath it, a near-liquid interface (culture medium), composing a true 
“air-gel interface”, just like in the lungs (cells exposed to air from above 
and ECM + other pulmonary cells from below). We, thus, utilize an ideal 
model for lung tissue representation. 

Under a scenario of great obstacles in the study and treatment of 
respiratory diseases, the present investigation introduces a cutting-edge 
method for respiratory tract conditions research based on 2 innovative 
3D cell cultures models, spheroids and MatriWells, paving the way to-
ward an escalating and effective process of drug development. In the 
context of the still problematic COVID-19 pandemic, our models also 
make this process of drug development exceptionally valuable. This is 
owing to the fact that by addressing ACE2, a compound whose exact 
influence upon SARS-CoV-2 kinetics is still unclear, the models represent 
significant potential to contribute to the limited array of therapeutic 
solutions directed toward COVID-19. 

Materials and methods 

Cell culture 

Human lung epithelial BEAS-2B cells were kindly provided by Dr. M. 
Macchione (INCOR-USP) and human endothelial HUVEC cells, by Prof. 
Dr. Sang Won Han (UNIFESP). BEAS-2B is a human bronchial epithelial 
cell line, immortalized and non-tumorigenic whereas HUVEC is an 
endothelial cell line isolated from immortalized umbilical vein. Both 
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were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Essential Medium and Ham’s F-12 
Medium [DMEM/F12] (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany) supplemented with 
10% Fetal Bovine Serum [FBS] (charcoal stripped, Thermo Fisher Sci-
entific, United States) and gentamicin (0,02 mg/mL) (Gentamicin sul-
fate, Sigma-Aldrich, Germany), denominated cDMEM. Cells were 
incubated at 37◦C in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2 (Panasonic 
MCO-170AICUV(H)L-PA incubator, Panasonic, Japan) and tested free of 
mycoplasma contamination. 

2.2. ACE2 Overexpression 

ACE2 gene was overexpressed in BEAS-2B through nucleofection 
using a nucleofector 2b device (LonzaTM NucleofectorTM Transfection 2b 
Device, Thermo Fisher Scientific, United States) following the manu-
facturer’s instructions with some modifications. In brief, 1 × 106 cells 
were resuspended in 100uL of Opti-MEM (Opti-MEM, Reduced Serum 
Medium, Thermo Fisher Scientific, United States), upon which 5ug of 

Fig. 1. Morphological analysis and development of BEAS-CTL and BEAS-ACE2 spheroids and 2D cells. (A) Scaffold-free spheroid-producing technique using 
agarose micro-molds. (B) Bright-field images of the spheroids on days 1, 7, and 14. (C) Spheroids historesin assay. Comparison of spheroids’ (D) diameter and (E) 
volume. (F) Bright-field images of 2D cultures of BEAS-CTL and BEAS-ACE2 cells. (G) Area measurement of 2D cultures of BEAS-CTL and BEAS-ACE2 cells. Scale bar: 
50-100 µm. *p ≤ 0.05; **p ≤ 0.01; ****p ≤ 0.0001. n = 25-50. 
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pCEP4-myc-ACE2 plasmid (Addgene #141185, United States) was 
added and program X-001 was used for nucleofection. Afterward, cells 
were selected with hygromycin (60ng/mL) (Hygromycin B, Thermo 
Fisher Scientific, United States) for 15 days. ACE2 was also overex-
pressed through lentiviral transduction using pLENTI hACE2 HygR 
plasmid (Addgene #161758, United States). Lentiviral production and 
transduction were performed as previously published by Stilhano et al. 
[29]. 

2.3. Spheroid formation 

BEAS-CTL and BEAS-ACE2 [ACE2-overexpressed-BEAS] cells were 
utilized for the development of spheroids, which followed a scaffold-free 
technique based on Stuart et al. protocol [30]. BEAS-CTL or BEAS-ACE2 
(1 × 106 cells) were trypsinized and resuspended in 120µL of cDMEM 
and further dripped upon agarose micro-molds (Fig. 1A). The molds 
were maintained inside the incubator for 40 minutes. Then, 2mL of 
cDMEM was added to them. 

Spheroids were evaluated for 14 days. Bright-field images of the 
spheroids were taken on days 1, 7 and 14 in ZEISS Axio Vert.A1 mi-
croscope (Germany). Spheroid had their radius, volume, and area 
measured using ImageJ software (radius – “Straight, segmented or 
freehand lines” tool, area – “Freehand selections” tool, volume – 4π 
(radius)3/3) (Rasband, W.S., ImageJ, U. S. National Institutes of Health, 
Bethesda, Maryland, USA). 

Histology 

Spheroids were collected from the agarose micro-molds to 1,5mL 
tubes and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde [PFA]. Later, dehydration 
ensued following serial immersion on ethanol 50, 70, 90 e 100% at room 
temperature [RT]. Samples were further immersed in infiltration solu-
tion (ethanol + historesin [50mL] + dibenzoyl peroxide [powder]), 
placed on a rotator for 1 hour (pre-infiltration) and then for 2 hours 
under normal circumstances (infiltration) at RT. Subsequently, inclusion 
solution (2-hydroxyethyl-methacrylate + dimethyl sulfoxide) was added 
and samples were left overnight at RT for polymerization [31]. 12 hours 
later, the spheroids were embedded in mounting medium (poly-
methylmethacrylate + methyl methacrylate [2:1]). The blocks were cut 
into 2 µm thick sections with Microm™ HM 525 Cryostat (Germany), 
mounted on adhesive slides and stained with hematoxylin-eosin [H&E]. 
Images were captured using the ZEISS Axio Vert.A1 inverted microscope 
(Germany), processed for export using ZEN Blue v.2.6 software (ZEISS) 
and quantified by ImageJ software. 

Cell viability assessment 

The spheroids had their viability assessed via Trypan blue (Trypan 
Blue solution, Sigma-Aldrich, Germany) staining. The spheroids were 
washed with PBS, had 200µL of trypsin (Trypsin-EDTA 0.25%, phenol 
red, GibcoTM - Thermo Fisher Scientific, United States) followed by 
300µL of cDMEM added, were centrifuged and then had 30µL of Trypan 
added. Cells were further counted. 

MatriWells development 

MatriWellsTM (detailed composition described in the Supplementary 
Material) cell culture inserts (TissueLabs Sagl, Manno, Switzerland) 
were placed on 12-well plates’ wells filled with 2,5mL of cDMEM (the 
point where medium reaches the inferior portion of the MatriWells, 
which is in close contact with the hydrogel). The inserts were incubated 
with cDMEM for 2 hours in the incubator (37◦C, 5% CO2). MatriWells 
were then removed from the wells with sterile tweezers, the medium 
was changed and they were repositioned inside the wells again. BEAS- 
ACE2 (1 × 105 cells) were added to the apical chamber of the struc-
tures, creating a lung tissue sample upon the hydrogel. Twenty-four 

hours later, any culture medium in the apical chamber of the Matri-
Wells was carefully aspirated. 

SARS-CoV-2 production 

SARS-CoV-2 was kindly donated by Dr. J. P. Módena. The strain was 
from a Brazilian patient (EPI_ISL_413016) and the sequence was 
deposited in GenBank (MT 126808). SARS-CoV-2 was amplified in the 
fourth passage in Vero E6 cells at a titer of 5 × 107 plaque-forming units 
(PFU/mL) as previously described [14]. All the experiments with 
SARS-CoV-2 were performed in a BSL-3 laboratory in accordance with 
WHO recommendations and under the laboratory biosafety guidance 
required for the SARS-CoV-2 at the BLS3 facilities at the Biological 
Institute of São Paulo. 

SARS-CoV-2 infection 

BEAS-ACE2 were plated on the MatriWell (1 × 105 cells/MatriWell), 
which was added in a 12-well plate, and HUVEC cells were plated in a 
12-well plate (1 × 105 cells/well). After 24 hours, in a BSL-3 laboratory, 
BEAS-ACE2 MatriWells were transferred to the HUVEC plate, creating 
an environment where pulmonary cells (BEAS-ACE2) would hover over 
endothelial cells (HUVEC) in between culture medium. The layer of air 
above BEAS-ACE2 facilitated the formation of a pulmonary ALI that is 
closely associated with endothelial cells (Fig. 5A). This association offers 
a distinctive representation of SARS-CoV-2 kinetics within the human 
organism: it not only enables the visualization of viral replication in 
pulmonary epithelium but also allows for the depiction of further viral 
hematogenous dissemination through endothelial cells. 

Upon ALI creation, SARS-CoV-2 (multiplicity of infection [MOI] =
0,2) was added to the apical chamber of the BEAS-ACE2 MatriWells. 
After 2 hours, excess viral fluid was removed from the apical chamber. 
SARS-CoV-2 remained in contact with the BEAS-ACE2 MatriWells for 2 
hpi (2 hours post-infection), 24 hpi, and 48 hpi. Subsequently, the RNA 
from MatriWells and HUVEC was extracted using the RNAeasy Kit 
(Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The solution 
between the well plate and the basal chamber of the BEAS-ACE2 
MatriWells, considered the supernatant, was also collected and had 
viral RNA extracted. The MatriWells were infected (2, 24, and 48 hpi), 
used for viral RNA extraction, and had their supernatant collected and 
analyzed for viral quantification. 

For spheroid viral infection, agarose micro-molds containing BEAS- 
CTL and BEAS-ACE2 spheroids were transported 1 day after spheroid 
development to a BSL-3 laboratory, where 200µL of virus (SARS-CoV-2, 
MOI = 0,2) were dripped upon the micro-molds. After 2 hours, excess 
viral fluid was removed from the superior part of the micro-molds and 
24 hours later, spheroids were collected, centrifuged and had their RNA 
extracted as previously described. 

Quantitative real time PCR (RT-qPCR) 

The cDNA was obtained from the extracted RNA using the High- 
Capacity Kit (High-Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit, Applied 
BiosystemsTM - Thermo Fisher Scientific, United States) according to the 
manufacturer’s instructions. Intracellular viral concentration was 
assessed through viral capsid gene expression (N gene)/endogenous 
gene expression (RNAseP gene) ratio and extracellular viral concentra-
tion (supernatant), through PFU/mL (plaque-forming units per mL) 
ratio. The primers and probes utilized were: N_Sarbeco_F1 - 5’CAC ATT 
GGC ACC CGC AAT C3’, N_Sarbeco_R1 - 5’GAG GAA CGA GAA GAG GCT 
TG3’ e N_Sarbeco_P1 – FAM 5’ACT TCC CTC AAG GAA CAA CAT TGC 
CA3’-BBQ (N gene), RNAseP Forward Primer - 5’AGA TTT GCA CCT 
GCG AGC G3’ + RNAseP Reverse Primer - 5’GAG CGG CTG TCT CCA 
CAA GT3’ (RNAseP gene) and FAM - 5’TTC TGA CCT GAA GGC TCT 
GCG CG3’ - BH1-1 (RNAseP – probe gene) [14]. 
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Immunofluorescence assay 

Spheroids infected with SARS-CoV-2 were subjected to free-floating 
immunofluorescence, according to the protocol described by Bergdorf 
et al. [32] with a few modifications. Spheroids were first collected and 
stored in 4% PFA for 30 minutes at 4◦C. Then, they were resuspended in 
TBSTX (TBS [pure Tris base (Trimethamine, Bio-Rad, Brazil) + NaCl] +
Triton [Triton X-100 detergent, Bio-Rad, Brazil]), and later, incubated 
with primary antibodies (Polyclonal Anti-Spike rabbit IgG 
[Anti-SARS-CoV-2 spike glycoprotein antibody – Coronavirus 
(ab272504), Abcam, United States] and Monoclonal Anti-ACE2 mouse 
IgG [ACE2 antibody (E-11) - sc-390851, Santa Cruz Animal Health, 
Brazil]) overnight at 4◦C. Next, the sections were incubated for 1 h with 
the secondary antibodies (Alexa Fluor 594 Donkey Anti-Rabbit [Donkey 
anti-Rabbit IgG (H+L) Highly Cross-Adsorbed Secondary Antibody, 
Alexa FluorTM 594, Thermo Fisher Scientific, United States] and Alexa 
Fluor 488 Goat Anti-Mouse [Goat anti-Mouse IgG (H+L) Cross-Adsorbed 
Secondary Antibody, Alexa FluorTM 488]) at RT. Hoechst 33342 (Life 
Technologies – Invitrogen) at 1:1000 dilution was finally added. 
Spheroids were collected and mounted on adhesive slides. Images were 
captured using the ZEISS Axio Vert.A1 inverted microscope (Germany) 
and processed for export using ZEN Blue v.2.6 software (ZEISS). 

The corrected total cell fluorescence (CTCF) of Spike protein and 
ACE2 expression was quantified by ImageJ software. CTCF was calcu-
lated as follows: Integrated Density – (Area of selected spheroid x Mean 
fluorescence of background readings). Spike protein and ACE2 CTCF 
were subsequently compared through Pearson correlation. 

Statistical analyses 

Statistical analyses were conducted using GraphPad Prism 9 
(GraphPad Software, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA). Data was evaluated by 
Student’s t-test, one-way ANOVA (analysis of variance) followed by 
Tukey’s multiple comparisons test, two-way ANOVA followed by 
Sidak’s multiple comparisons test and Pearson correlation test. P ≤ 0.05 
defined statistical significance in all cases. 

Results 

BEAS-CTL and BEAS-ACE2 spheroids characterization 

To analyze the effect of ACE2 on spheroids’ morphology, they were 
prepared and evaluated for 14 days (Fig. 1B). BEAS-CTL and BEAS-ACE2 
spheroids presented similar shapes (Fig. 1B and C). On day 1, the 
diameter of BEAS-ACE2 spheroids was 443.2 ± 68.4 µm, 20% higher 
than BEAS-CTL (p<0.001). The size was reduced over time to 380.1±
49.7 µm, but it was still higher than BEAS-CTL (p<0.0001) (Fig. 1D). 
The same pattern was observed with regard to volume: BEAS-ACE2 were 
4.9± 1.9 × 107 µm3 on day one and 2.9 × 107± 1.9 × 106 µm3 on day 14, 
60% higher than BEAS-CTL (p≤0.0001) (Fig. 1E). For a more detailed 
morphological assessment of the spheroids, a historesin assay was also 
performed, confirming the data in the bright field images: increased size 
of BEAS-ACE2 spheroids in comparison with the control group (Fig. 1C). 
We then pondered if this result would be due to the difference in the 
cell’s size. Thus, we next evaluated BEAS-CTL and BEAS-ACE2 areas. 
Interestingly, the area of BEAS-2B (2D) was 25% higher than BEAS- 
ACE2 (p≤0.05) (Fig. 1F and G). These data showed that the higher 
diameter and volume of BEAS-ACE2 spheroids were not due to the cell 
surface area. 

Effect of ACE2 overexpression on spheroids’ viability 

To assess the influence of ACE2 on spheroids’ viability, trypan 
staining was performed (Fig. 2). BEAS-CTL and BEAS-ACE2 spheroids 
revealed viability higher than 90% over 7 days. However, on day 14 the 
viability decreased to about 70% in both groups (Fig. 2). These data 

demonstrated that the overexpression of ACE2 did not influence the 
spheroid’s viability, and the differences in the spheroids’ diameter and 
volume were not sufficient to induce more cell death. 

Spheroids overexpressing ACE2 as a model to study SARS-CoV-2 infection 

We next investigated the potential of SARS-CoV-2 to effectively enter 
and replicate in spheroids overexpressing ACE2. Upon infection, the 
intracellular viral load was 640-fold higher in BEAS-ACE2 than BEAS- 
CTL (p≤0.01) (Fig. 3A), demonstrating that SARS-CoV-2 is able to 
replicate in in the spheroids. Subsequently, immunofluorescence assays 
were performed in the infected spheroids so it would be possible to 
examine the extent to which SARS-CoV-2 could penetrate the spheroids 
and reach the center. The assay exhibited 1.7 greater (p≤0.05) Spike 
protein expression (Fig. 3C) in the BEAS-ACE2 spheroids, which was also 
visibly noticed when comparing the intensity of red staining brightness 
on merge images from both groups (Fig. 3B) and 2 times greater 
(p≤0.01) ACE2 expression (Fig. 3D) in the same group. A strong cor-
relation between ACE2 expression and Spike protein staining was also 
observed (r2 = 0.9406, p≤0.0014) (Fig. 3E). 

3.4. Comparison of SARS-CoV-2 infection in spheroids and MatriWells 

Having determined the positive influence of ACE2 on SARS-CoV-2 
kinetics in pulmonary cells, BEAS-ACE2 cells were further employed 
in a model that would provide a higher accuracy level for our results: the 
MatriWells. Initially, the viral load in the spheroids and MatriWells were 
compared. For that purpose, they were infected with the same MOI of 
SARS-CoV-2 (MOI = 0.2), and after 24 hours the RNA was extracted and 
analyzed by qRT-PCR as shown in Fig. 4A. The results revealed a higher 
viral load (150-fold, p<0.0001) in BEAS-CTL seeded on the MatriWells 
when compared to spheroids, indicating that the Matriwell environment 
induced a higher viral replication (Fig. 4B). This difference was also 
observed when we overexpressed ACE2 in both models, in which case 
the viral load in the MatriWells was 4-fold higher than in the spheroids 
(Fig. 4C). However, the magnitude of the difference was lower than in 
BEAS-CTL. 

SARS-CoV-2 infection in MatriWell 

Taking into account that viral replication is more efficient in the 
MatriWells and aiming to realistically mimic the tissue conditions of the 
respiratory tract, the MatriWells were utilized to develop a pulmonary 
ALI associated with endothelial cells. With BEAS-ACE2 cultivated upon 
the MatriWell’s hydrogel and embedded in lung tissue-specific ECM, a 

Fig. 2. BEAS-CTL and BEAS-ACE2 spheroids viability over time. The 
Viability over time was quantified using the trypan blue staining. *p ≤ 0.05, n 
= 3. 
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lung sample had been constructed (Fig. 5A). The lung sample was 
characterized by a considerate level of accuracy, which stemmed from 
the interrelation of BEAS-ACE2 cells with each other and with native 
ECM components. Right beneath the BEAS-ACE2 MatriWells, the 
HUVEC cells were cultivated on the wells, representing capillaries. 
SARS-CoV-2 was added to top of the MatriWells where BEAS-ACE2 were 
seeded (Fig. 4A). The virus infected BEAS-ACE2 and a maximum intra-
cellular viral load was observed 24 hpi (Fig. 5B). SARS-CoV-2 replicated 
in BEAS-ACE2 and was further released into the HUVEC’s supernatant, 
wherein a viral load of 1.7 × 104 PFU/mL was observed 2 hpi, reaching a 
peak of 4.7 × 105 PFU/mL 24 hpi (Fig. 5C). HUVEC cells were also 
infected by the virus and a maximum viral load, 150-fold higher 

compared to 2 hpi (p≤0.001), was obtained 48hpi (Fig. 5D). These data 
indicated that SARS-CoV-2 replicated in the cells seeded on the Matri-
Wells and infected HUVEC cells, simulating real viral multiplication in 
the respiratory system and subsequent hematogenous dissemination. 

Discussion 

The respiratory tract, as the first target of SARS-CoV-2, represents a 
crucial component of viral pathogenesis investigation and validation of 
therapeutics prior to clinical trials. In this context, careful representa-
tion of the lung tissue is necessary for accurate data generation. The 
development of 3D in vitro models that mimic the respiratory tissue 

Fig. 3. Viral load quantification and immunofluorescence assay of BEAS-CTL and BEAS-ACE2 spheroids. (A) Spheroid intracellular viral concentration. (B) 
Immunofluorescence microscopy images of the spheroids with nucleus (Hoechst), ACE2, and Spike protein staining. Fluorescence quantification of (C) Spike protein 
and (D) ACE2 expression. (E) Pearson correlation comparing ACE2 and Spike protein expression. Scale bar: 50 µm. *p ≤ 0.05; **p ≤ 0.01. n = 3-5 

Fig. 4. SARS-CoV-2 infection of the 3D models. (A) SARS-CoV-2 infection of spheroids and MatriWells. (B) Comparison of intracellular viral load in BEAS-CTL 
spheroids and MatriWells. (C) Comparison of intracellular viral load in BEAS-ACE2 spheroids and MatriWells. ****p ≤ 0.0001, *p≤0.05. n = 5-15 
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constitutes a tailored solution to that goal, which is addressed in this 
work. Herein, we tested two innovative 3D models to study SARS-CoV-2 
replication: spheroids and MatriWells. 

The present work is one of the first to use BEAS-ACE2 on these 
models and pioneers the application of the MatriWells for COVID-19 
studies. As previously observed, 2D cultures of bronchial epithelial 
cell lines do not fully reflect the physiology of the in vivo environment 
[33]. In addition, most of the novel drugs that showed promise in pre-
clinical models failed in human trials: half of them due to lack of efficacy 
and 30% due to toxicity [10]. For those reasons, developing new 
pre-clinical models as close to the human organism as possible is urgent. 
The work herein presented addresses that through a process of 
mimicking the lung tissue by means of 3D culture. We first developed 
and characterized 3D spheroids of BEAS-2B overexpressing ACE2 using 
a scaffold-free methodology. Several studies have used BEAS-2B as an in 
vitro cell model of respiratory diseases, including COVID-19 [14,34–36]. 
However, to the best of our knowledge, the present study was the first to 
use BEAS-ACE2 3D spheroids in the context of COVID-19 . 

Our data has shown that the overexpression of ACE2 was associated 
with an increased size (diameter and volume) of the spheroids. We first 
hypothesized that this difference would be related to the difference in 
BEAS-2B and BEAS-ACE2 cell surface areas. However, cells over-
expressing ACE2 revealed a smaller area compared to the control group. 
Indeed, Bolognesi et al. previously demonstrated that the over-
expression of proteins interferes with cells’ metabolism and size [37], as 
has our group in prior publications that indicated that BEAS-2B prolif-
erated less after ACE2 overexpression [14]. This contradiction between 
spheroids’ size and cell area could be explained by a deeper analysis of 
the ACE2 receptor. As a membrane receptor, ACE2, when overex-
pressed, occupies a significant portion of the cell membrane. Therefore, 

the space available for cell-cell interaction is limited. The lesser inter-
action between cells within a spheroid creates greater space between 
them, which makes the BEAS-ACE2 spheroid exhibit increased size. In a 
scenario of low cell-cell interaction, we would expect lower spheroid 
viability. However, no differences in viability were observed between 
BEAS-CTL and BEAS-ACE2 spheroids, which indicates that the interac-
tion between cells is not the main factor dictating viability. 

Besides influencing cell size, ACE2 also has other important roles. It 
takes significant part, for instance, in the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone 
system [RAAS], wherein ACE2 has the potential to increase the levels of 
Angiotensin 1-7 and decrease the levels of Angiotensin II, favoring cell 
homeostasis [38] oxidative stress, apoptosis, and cytokine inflammation 
[39]. Conversely, in the setting of SARS-CoV-2 infection of the spher-
oids, ACE2 is prejudicial to cells, having been shown to positively in-
fluence SARS-CoV-2 entrance and replication in the cells. ACE2, 
therefore, exerts a dual role in pulmonary cells: it demonstrates a ca-
pacity to protect them from death and damage while establishing a state 
of vulnerability toward viral infection. 

This vulnerability placed by ACE2 not only has been confirmed by 
our spheroid-infected assays, which revealed a higher Spike protein 
expression in the BEAS-ACE2 group and a strong correlation between 
ACE2 and Spike protein expression, but also has been previously 
demonstrated in 2D cultures by our group and several others [14,40,41]. 
Our group, however, stands out by demonstrating the ability of the virus 
to infect the spheroids and target the cells in the center using spatial 
localization by immunofluorescence. 

Upon conclusion of the positive influence of ACE2 on SARS-CoV-2 
kinetics in spheroids, BEAS-CTL and BEAS-ACE2 cells were employed 
in the MatriWell. In this model, we were able to create an ALI, in the 
middle of which the cells were maintained, thus mimicking the 

Fig. 5. MatriWells representative scheme and SARS-CoV-2 kinetics in BEAS-ACE2 MatriWells and HUVEC cells. (A) Pulmonary ALI creation using the 
MatriWells, BEAS-ACE2 and HUVEC cells. (B) Intracellular viral load in BEAS-ACE2 MatriWells. (C) Number of viral particles per mL(PFU[plaque-forming units]/mL) 
in HUVEC’s supernatant. (D) Intracellular viral load in HUVEC cells. *p ≤ 0.05; ***p ≤ 0.001. n = 12. 
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pulmonary environment. Our data on these disruptive models indicated 
a higher viral load in the MatriWells compared to the spheroids, sug-
gesting more effective viral entry and intracellular replication. The 
favorable result on the MatriWells could be explained by its protein 
composition. As a platform derived from the lung’s decellularized ECM, 
the MatriWell likely embodies an intricate assortment of lung ECM 
proteins, which include fibrous proteins such as collagen and elastin, 
glycoproteins like fibronectin and laminin, glycosaminoglycans 
including heparan sulfate and hyaluronic acid, and proteoglycans such 
as perlecan and versican. The MatriWell’s ability to replicate the human 
ECM positions it favorably for more precise data generation. 

In the context of SARS-CoV-2, models that enhance viral kinetics are 
typically preferred on account of their potential to significantly optimize 
drug screening processes. When cells that poorly replicate the virus are 
used for drug screening purposes, they usually mask the effects of the 
medication being tested. Vero-E6 cells, for instance, due to its ability to 
extensively replicate SARS-CoV-2, are widely used for SARS-CoV 
infection studies since 2003 [42]. Additionally, Sasaki et al. also 
established a clear association between elevated SARS-CoV-2 viral load 
and elevated quality of models for SARS-CoV-2 investigation in ALI 
cultures of A549 cells [43]. Hence, considering the favorable 
SARS-CoV-2 kinetics in the Matriwells, it is possible to state that they are 
a reliable model for COVID-19 molecular investigation. 

The literature had previously established ALI cultures as a highly 
effective technique for realistic cell morphology and function repre-
sentation of the in vivo airway epithelium [44]. ALI airway models 
accurately simulate the barrier and metabolic properties of the respi-
ratory epithelium as well as the cellular transcriptional profile of that 
tissue [45]. In a genetic expression pattern comparison between nasal 
epithelial cells and cells cultured in ALI models, for example, a similarity 
of 96% of gene expression between these two groups has been reported 
[46]. Moreover, these cultures are able to reproduce in vivo toxicity 
responses, including cilia dysfunction [47] and goblet cell hyperplasia 
[45], which is extremely suitable for a viral infection scenario such as 
the one presented by this work. In addition to that, at the same time that 
ALI models have been shown to express considerable levels of genes 
involved in cell cycle and proliferation [48], previous research has 
demonstrated that coronavirus infection in the human lung is highly 
dependent on the differentiation state of airway epithelium [49], which 
makes these models highly appropriate for coronavirus studies. Specif-
ically in the context of SARS-CoV-2, Sasaki et al. have also observed that 
ALI cultures, owing to a cell phenotype switch mechanism, renders A549 
cells, which are normally resistant to SARS-CoV-2 infection, susceptible 
to the virus [43]. It is possible to conclude, thus, that ALI models 
constitute a highly satisfactory technique for SARS-CoV-2 investigation, 
confirming our previous finding that MatriWells are indeed, in the 
context of this work, the most reliable model for SARS-CoV-2 infection 
representation. 

Analyzing the viral infection of the MatriWells from an in-depth 
perspective, we could observe that the concomitant increase in viral 
load in BEAS-ACE2 and HUVEC cells indicated that SARS-CoV-2 was 
able to penetrate the hydrogel, reach and replicate in the BEAS-ACE2 
cells, exocytose them and reach the endothelial cells, hence appropri-
ately representing viral hematogenous dissemination through the pul-
monary ALI. The similar and concomitant increase in viral load in the 
MatriWells’ supernatant validated the aforementioned finding. 

Simultaneously, the study of COVID-19 has also been beneficiated by 
the investigation and testing of other 3D models. Si L et al., for example, 
created a microfluidic airway chip (human organ chip) containing 
specified membranes. The device allows rapid identification of existing 
approved drugs that could be repurposed for pandemic-virus applica-
tions [50]. It is also possible to integrate SARS-CoV-2 genomics with the 
microfluidic platforms, producing a COVID-19-on-a-chip that has the 
capacity to screen therapeutics specifically toward the evolving viral 
variants [51]. Considering the potential of the MatriWells and spheroids 
to contribute to COVID-19 drug development, both previously 

mentioned works are markedly complementary to the present one. 
Sun AM et al. have also suggested that lung chips can be incorporated 

into multi-organ chips, which would enable tracking of extrapulmonary 
manifestations (such as those in the heart, liver and kidneys) and their 
association with the lungs, allowing for disease severity analysis [52]. 
For that reason, the mentioned study would also complement the one 
herein presented as it has the potential to increment the level of un-
derstanding of COVID-19. 

Organoids are another relevant model in the context of respiratory 
diseases study. Derived from stem cells or adult tissues, they are mini-
aturized in vitro organ models that differentiate into the desired cell 
types. In the context of COVID-19, lung organoids have been applied to 
monitor viral infection and inspect the pathological damage caused by 
SARS-CoV-2 [53], which, along with our spheroids, could potentiate the 
investigation concerning the actual influences of the virus upon the 
respiratory tissue. 

Conclusion 

The present research is an important scientific advancement as it 
introduces two novel 3D models methods for mimicking lung tissue: 
spheroids and MatriWells. 

Our study revealed that ACE2 overexpression increased the size of 
the spheroids, even though BEAS-ACE2 cultivated in 2D demonstrated 
smaller area compared to BEAS-CTL cells. At the same time, ACE2 has 
been shown to make the spheroids more susceptible to SARS-CoV-2 
infection: a strong correlation between ACE2 and Spike protein 
expression was detected and confirmed by a higher Spike protein 
expression in the BEAS-ACE2 spheroids. 

The MatriWells, in turn, allowed for the creation of a pulmonary ALI, 
which has been proved by various previous works to be an accurate 
interface for realistic genetic expression and differentiation of native 
tissue, pathological damage depiction, and susceptibility to SARS-CoV- 
2. Viral kinetics in these models revealed a solid representation of 
viral replication and hematogenous dissemination through the ALI. 

Altogether, the present work presents an original and reliable set of 
models for respiratory diseases investigation, which, along with the data 
generated on ACE2 influences upon the infection, brings perspective 
into COVID-19 studies, streamlining the process of drug development for 
the broad array of respiratory illnesses that pose a threat to the human 
organism. 
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